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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of meaningful, objective meth-
ods for verifying gridded, high-resolution forecasts con-
taining realistic detail that satisfy the needs of a diverse
user community continues to be an elusive problem.
Recent research along these lines has focussed prima-
rily on ways of evaluating the “realism” of forecasts, fol-
lowing suggestions made by Anthes (1983).  One such
general method involves the comparison of measures
related to the structure of detailed fields, such as Fourier
power spectra (e.g., Skamarock 2004; Harris et al. 2001;
Zepeda-Arce et al. 2000).  Another potentially useful
suggestion involves the comparison of characteristics of
specific meteorological phenomena, often called the
“object-oriented” approach (e.g. Ebert and McBride
2000; Nachamkin 2004; Case et al. 2004).  Examination
of the spatial distribution of errors along with their signifi-
cance has also been considered (Elmore et al. 2005).

In this work, we examine the utility of verification
methods that provide information on the quality of high-
resolution numerical forecasts.  Forecast output from
several versions of the WRF model were evaluated dur-
ing the 2005 NSSL/SPC Spring Program. These include
a ~4km grid-spacing version of the WRF-NMM run at
NCEP, a ~4km version of WRF-ARW run at NCAR, and
a ~2km version of WRF-ARW run by CAPS at the Pitts-
burgh Supercomputing Center. These forecasts were
evaluated subjectively in real-time by teams of opera-
tional forecasters and researchers (Weiss et al. 2005).
Results from the subjective evaluation will be reported by
Kain et al. (2005) at this conference.  In this work, sev-
eral automated/objective verification techniques have
been applied to these forecasts, in particular, predicted
and observed radar reflectivity fields are compared.
Object-oriented techniques have been used to compare
the forecast and observed characteristics of a variety of
rainfall systems. Other statistical techniques are used to
measure biases in the forecast fields, structure, etc. This
paper will report on ongoing research related to mean-
ingful, objective verification of forecasts that contain real-
istic, high-resolution detail.

2. OBJECT-ORIENTED VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

In general, the framework for object-oriented verifi-
cation consists of three basic steps: object identification,
characterization, and comparison.  To complete the first
step in this process, specific meteorological phenomena
must be located and identified using weather-related
information.  The object-identification process could be
performed manually (e.g., Smith and Mullen 1993),
although such a process would usually involve consider-
able time and labor.  Automated procedures for identify-
ing meteorological objects are necessary in order to
perform long-term verification studies and obtain com-
prehensive information on forecast performance.  Crite-
ria for object identification must be established and
documented so that results can be duplicated by other
researchers.  Such criteria will vary depending upon the
phenomena of interest.  Results will also be sensitive to
the spatial and temporal scales that the meteorological
data can resolve, data analysis techniques, etc.  Rou-
tines for identifying objects should not be a function of
both the observed and predicted fields, otherwise differ-
ent objects will be defined for different forecast systems,
making comparative verification infeasible.  Examples of
automated object-identification procedures that have
been established in previous work include agglomerative
cluster analysis methods (Lakshmanan et al. 2003; Peak
and Tag 1994), as well as thresholding-type methods of
identifying sea breeze fronts (Case et al 2004), Mistral
wind storms (Nachamkin 2004), and contiguous rain
areas (Ebert and McBride 2000).  In this work, the mete-
orological phenomena of interest are precipitation-pro-
ducing systems.  The automated procedure for
identifying such precipitation systems was developed by
Baldwin and Lakshmivarahan (2003).  This automated
procedure identifies rainfall systems as connected
regions of precipitation through the use of image pro-
cessing routines.  The definition of connected regions is
relaxed to allow systems that are situated very close
together to be grouped as a single precipitation system.
This procedure was used as the basis of an automated
rainfall system classification procedure (Baldwin et al.
2005).

Once objects have been identified within the fore-
cast and observed meteorological data, the characteris-
tics of those objects must be extracted in order to
provide a useful description of each object.  Meteorologi-
cal phenomena can be described by statistical character-



istics, properties, or attributes.  Ideally, one would select
a set of attributes that can describe the most important
and discriminating aspects of an event in a concise fash-

ion.   For example, the ith forecast event could be
described by an attribute vector of m dimension fi =

 where xi, yi are the attributes associ-

ated with the spatial location of this event (perhaps lati-
tude and longitude), and αi, βi,..., are attributes that
could be associated with the size, intensity, orientation,
continuity, intermittancy, etc., of the event.  Of course,
observed events must be described with the same set of

attributes, for example, the vector describing the jth

observed event would contain oj = .

In order to measure the accuracy of the forecast
and quantify the agreement between forecast and
observed events, the similarity between these vectors
can be measured.  There are numerous possible choices
of similarity/dissimilarity measures, for example, the cor-
relation coefficient between fi  and oj  is an example of a
similarity measure, since the higher the correlation coef-
ficient is, the more similar  fi  and oj are.  Another possi-
ble candidate would be the generalized Euclidean

distance, defined as dij = (fi - oj)
T A (fi - oj), a measure of

dissimilarity.  Here A is a weight matrix that could allow
certain attributes to have greater weight than others, due
to differences in units, relative importance, etc.  Once the
similarity measure has been chosen, overall summary
verification scores or accuracy measures could then be
obtained.  This approach to verifying events would be
analogous to the “measures-oriented” approach to verifi-
cation (Brooks and Doswell 1996).  A more comprehen-
sive analysis of the verification information could also be
obtained by examination of the joint distribution of fore-
cast and observed events, dubbed the “distributions-ori-
ented” approach by Brooks and Doswell (1996).  This
could be considered an extension to the verification
framework outlined by Murphy and Winkler (1987).  Con-
siderable categorization or classification will likely be
required to make this tractable, in order to limit the com-
plexity and dimensionality of the joint distribution.

3. DATA

In order to prepare forecast and observed data for
verification, a considerable amount of work is typically
required.  In this case, an archive was produced of fore-
casts from three versions of the WRF model, each run at
grid-spacings less than 5km for purposes of evaluation
during the 2005 NSSL/SPC Spring Program.  This pro-
gram attempted to assess the utility of near cloud-resolv-
ing numerical models to provide detailed and useful
guidance to forecasters on environmental conditions and
development and evolution of convective systems.  The
2005 Spring Program lasted a period of seven weeks (18
Apr - 3 Jun 2005) where forecast guidance was evalu-

ated by teams of forecasters, researchers, and visiting
scientists at the Storm Prediction Center (SPC).  High-
resolution WRF model runs were provided to SPC by
NCEP/EMC, NCAR, and OU/CAPS.  Model configura-
tions used for these runs are briefly described in Table 1.
Each forecast was initiated at 00 UTC and extended at
least 30h.  In this work, the 18-30h forecasts were
selected for verification.

Direct output from the WRF model requires further
post-processing in order to calculate various diagnostic
variables (such as pressure level data, CAPE, reflectiv-
ity) and provide output in a format (GRIB) that is compat-
ible with SPC visualization software.  Modifications were
made to the NCEP WRFPOST to calculate equivalent
reflectivity from the predicted hydrometeor fields, and
interpolate those reflectivity values vertically to constant
height levels above ground.  The reflectivity at 1km
above ground was selected as the forecast field for veri-
fication purposes in this work.

Observed reflectivity images were archived from a
2km national mosaic of NEXRAD base reflectivity data
(also known as “NIDS” data).  These image files were
converted to GRIB format to ensure compatibility with
the object identification and characterization routines.
The base reflectivity data was originally unfiltered, there-
fore ground clutter and other non-precipitation related
signals were included in the data.  In order to roughly fil-
ter out such signals, a threshold of 30 dBZ was applied
to  the fields prior to the object identification/analysis
steps.  To be consistent, the same 30 dBZ threshold was
also applied to the forecast 1km reflectivity fields.  There-
fore, the precipitation systems in this work will primarily
be convective in nature, with minimum precipitation rates
of approximately 0.1 in/hr (assuming standard Z-R rela-
tionship).  In order to apply the same object identification
and characterization routines to all fields, all forecast and
observed reflectivity fields were remapped to a common
4km grid (same grid as used in NCEP Stage IV precipita-
tion analysis) using an area-average interpolation algo-
rithm.  
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WRF-NMM4 WRF-ARW4 WRF-ARW2

Grid spacing 4.5km 4.0km 2.0km

Vertical levels 35 35 51

PBL. MYJ YSU YSU

Microphysics Ferrier WSM6 WSM6

Rad. (SW/LW) GFDL/GFDL Dudhia/RRTM Dudhia/RRTM

Init Cond. NAM NAM NAM

Table 1:  Model configurations used for the daily 0000 UTC WRF 
runs, evaluated during the 2005 NSSL/SPC Spring Program. 

(adapted from Weiss et al. 2005)



4. OBJECT IDENTIFICATION & CHARACTERIZATION

The object identification and characterization rou-
tines are provided by Baldwin et al. (2005).  Since the
previous work used hourly rainfall data instead of reflec-
tivity, some modifications were required.  In addition,
other changes were made in order to speed up the pro-
cessing.  The following will briefly outline the object anal-
ysis process.  In general, rainfall objects are defined as
contiguous regions of precipitation, as indicated by the
reflectivity fields.  A simple threshold (30 dBZ) is applied
to each field to convert each image into a binary image.
A connected component labeling algorithm (Klette and
Zamperoni 1996) is then applied to this binary image to
provide a separate label for each individual contiguous
region of reflectivity.  The size of each contiguous region
is then increased by 15%, which is intended to include a
surrounding region of “trace” rainfall for each object.
Since it is not unusual for find small gaps between
nearby regions of reflectivity, those regions that are
within ~20km of each other are connected together.
Therefore, the definition of connected points within an
object is relaxed so that points within ~20km are consid-
ered connected.

An example of this process is shown in figure 1.
The original base reflectivity field is shown in Fig. 1a,
while the same field after the application of the 30 dBZ
threshold is shown next in Fig 1b.  These figures show a
fairly long line of convection located from West Virginia
southward through northern Georgia.  A broad region of
lighter precipitation is located across the lower Great
Lakes.  The final result of the object identification proce-
dure is displayed in figure 1c.  Only those objects of size

greater than 150 pixels (~3000 km2) are included in this
plot.  The procedure has identified 5 objects, the largest
of which represents the main convective line.  The next
largest object represents the broad region of lighter rain
over Ohio and Michigan.  A smaller object is found over
Alabama which is separate and to the southwest of the
large line.  Other small objects are found in northern Illi-
nois and near St. Louis, Missouri.  

This example illustrates several issues related to
object identification.  First of all, some of the isolated,
intense convective cells indicated by the radar (such as
those found to the south of the main line in Georgia) are
not included in any of the identified objects.  These cells
were identified as small objects, each less than 150 pix-
els in size.  The 150 pixel threshold used here is fairly
arbitrary, and could be relaxed to allow more objects to
be identified and verified.  For now, the verification will
focus on the meso-β and larger sized objects identified
by this procedure.  There is no perfect object identifica-
tion routine that will satisfy every user.  For example, a
human analyst may decide to split the main north-south
oriented line into two objects.  Another analyst may
decide to include the convection in Alabama as part of
the main line.  Ideally, an object identification procedure

could be tuned in order to produce a set of objects con-
sistent with the scales and phenomena of interest to
each user.  Inclusion of additional meteorological vari-
ables in the identification procedure, such as CAPE, sur-
face temperature and winds, etc., will likely improve the
identification scheme.

Once objects have been identified, various
attributes or characteristics are assigned to each of
them.  These include the date, time, location of the
object’s centroid, the mean, variance, and maximum
value of the reflectivity within the object, and attributes
related to the shape and spatial continuity of the reflectiv-
ity field.  These shape-related attributes are a function of
the autocorrelation, specifically, the difference between
the maximum and minimum correlation value at specific
lags (50, 100, 150 km) every 10 deg are computed.  This
provides similar information to the correlogram contour
ellipticity that was used by Baldwin et al. (2005) to help
discriminate between linear and cellular classes of con-
vective systems, while requiring much less computation
cost.  Orientation angles (angle of the maximum autocor-
relation at 50, 100, 150 km lags) are also used to charac-
terize each object.  

For example, the attributes assigned to the largest
object (object id #37)in figure 1 will be described.  The

centroid location for this object is 35.7 N 83.15 W.
This object is 4923 grid boxes in size, or approximately

100000 km2.  The mean reflectivity value is 32 dBZ, the

variance of the reflectivity is 112 (dBZ)2, and the maxi-
mum value for this object is 60 dBZ.  The differences
between the maximum and minimum correlation at 50,
100, and 150 km (respectively) are 0.23, 0.24, and 0.55.
Typical values of this attribute for linear-type convective
systems are ~0.4 and larger, therefore the largest corre-
lation lag indicates that this object would fall into the lin-
ear classification.  The orientation angles (angle of
maximum auto-correlation at 50, 100, and 150 km lags)

are nearly  60  for each lag.  This angle is relative to E-
W at the centroid location (positive counterclockwise)

therefore 60  indicates a object oriented SSW-NNE.

5. OBJECT VERIFICATION

In order to compare predicted and observed
objects, one must first establish a set of matching rules
to associate predicted objects with corresponding
observed objects.  Figure 2 illustrates one way to accom-
plish this task.  The forecast and observed objects identi-
fied at the same time are collected.  First, dissimilarity/
similarity measures between all observed and forecast
objects are computed, the degree of dissimilarity
between forecast and observed objects is indicated in
figure 2 by the length of the lines connecting each pair of
objects.  An example of a dissimilarity measure is the
generalized Euclidean distance, defined in section 2.
Such a measure is similar to computing the distance
between objects in multi-dimensional space, where the
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various dimensions are the attribute variables associated
with each object.  By using this type of measure, differ-
ences between objects in any particular attribute will
result in large dissimilarity, even if those objects are
close together in physical space (x,y).  This way, errors
associated with all attributes (location, orientation, size,
shape, intensity) can be combined and summarized with
a single measure.  Links are established between
objects that are considered “close enough” together, as
determined by some threshold measure of similarity (dT).
In this example, both the 02-F2 and O2-F3 pairs are
close enough together to be considered matching.  If a
particular forecast object is found to not be within this
threshold “distance” of any observed object, it would be
considered a “false alarm”.  In this example, forecast
object F1 is considered a false alarm.  Similarly, if a par-
ticular observed object was found to not be within this
threshold distance of any forecast object, it would be
considered a “missed event”.  In this example, observed
object O1 is considered a missed event.

There are many complicating factors involved in
this process.  The attribute variables have a wide range
of values and different units.  The distribution of values
within a particular attribute may also be important.  For
example, a 5 mm difference in average precipitation
between objects could be considered large, for example,
if the observed object averaged 6.5 mm and the forecast
object averaged 1.5 mm.  On the other hand, a 5 mm dif-
ference could also be considered relatively small if the
difference was taken between objects averaging 65 and
60 mm.  Also, it is not clear how to weigh the different
attributes in order to obtain meaningful dissimilarity mea-
sures.  Results will likely be sensitive to the choice of
similarity/dissimilarity measure. An added complication
would be to consider time as a separate variable, rather
than comparing forecast and observed objects occurring
at the same time.  This would allow forecast objects to
match observed objects occurring at a later/earlier time.
The goal is to produce a set of matching forecast and
observed objects in a manner consistent with a subjec-
tive analyst.   It is expected that a considerable amount
of tuning will be required in order to achieve this goal.
Another complicating factor is the likelihood of obtaining
multiple matching objects for a given forecast or
observed object.  Analysis of the joint distribution of fore-
cast and observed object attributes is fairly straightfor-
ward if there are simple matching pairs of observed and
forecast objects.  It is not clear how one should perform
such an analysis if more than one matching object is
found.

The current status and results from this ongoing
research will be presented at the conference.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the object identification process.  Top panel (a)
NEXRAD national mosaic base reflectivity (dBZ) valid 1800 UTC 22 Apr
2005.  Middle panel (b) as in (a) except for only reflectivity greater than
30 dBZ.  Bottom panel (c) is the result of the object identification process.
Only objects with size greater than 150 pixels are shown.  Each object is
plotted with a different color, and the object ID number is plotted at each
object’s centroid location.
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Figure 2: Hypothetical example illustrating the forecast/observed object
matching process.  Forecast objects are in red, observed objects are in
green.  The dissimilarity between each pair of observed and forecast
objects is indicated by a line between the objects.  The dissimilarity
measure could be considered a distance in a multiple dimension space,
where the dimensions are the attribute variables associated with each
object.  Dashed lines indicate the object pair is beyond the dissimilarity
threshold dT.
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